Rewriting Systems
Rewrite rules l → r f (x, g(c, y)) → g(x, y) 
Naming with Constants
Rules left:
≤: rules t → c, where t is any term.
Normalized RGTRS
Lemma: reachability for RGTRS is decidable. Use this lemma to compute closure of → up to terms of height 1 in an RGTRS after naming constants.
Lemma:
for ground terms iff 
where p 1 and p 2 are positions in terms Transition rules f (q 1 , . . . , q n ) → α q, α is a boolean combination of equality and disequality constraints Reduction automata: there is an ordering on states so if f (q 1 , . . . , q n ) → α q and α = ∅ then q is strictly smaller than each q i
Properties
The emptiness of a language accepted by a reduction automaton is decidable.
The class of reduction automata is closed under union and intersection. There is a construction for the union that preserves determinism.
With each reduction automaton we can associate a complete reduction automaton that accepts the same language. This construction preserves determinism.
The class of complete deterministic reduction automata is closed under complement.
Standard Use -Normal Forms
Problem: automata for normal forms Standard tree automata for linear rules, constraints needed for f (x, x) → c
There is a (deterministic) reduction automata that accepts substitutions for a term t Possible to extend this to accept all terms encompassing such substitutions
